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Note the amazing 
accuracy, 10%, that will 
soon be available up to 
the highest pt values
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A starting point for reflection

arXiv:1104.3038 
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A qualitative picture of energy scaling
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Here ϵ depends on the specific process, and on pψ, but not on Shad 
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As a result:
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(1)

√S scaling of the cross section probes the 
behavior of gluon PDFs, not of the production 
process

(2) The fraction of ψ from b decays depends 
on pψ , but is independent of √S. This 
prediciton is more robust against changes in 
the behaviour of the gluon density

The same holds for ratios of other 
subprocesses.

So the measurement of momentum spectra at the LHC appears to add little 
fundamental information on the underlying production processes, relative to the 
measurements at the Tevatron

This specific scaling prediction will break down at 
large pψ, since the 1/x1+δ behaviour of the gluon 
density is valid only over a limited x range
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x

g(x)/g(x0),    x0=10–4

Solid: Q=5 GeV

g(x)/x1.52

Dashes: Q=10 GeV

g(x)/x1.52  ⇒ δ=0.52

σLHC / σTEV ~ (7 TeV / 1.96 TeV)2δ ~ 3.5

Example
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20 40 60 pt(b), pt(ψ)

[dσ/dpt(b)] / [dσ/dpt(ψ)]  **

pp 7 TeV

ppbar 1.96 TeV

Example

** NB: 
- ψ: color-evaporation model, namely all c-cbar pairs with mcc<4 GeV 
- this is not the ratio of pt spectra of ψ from b’s over “direct” ψ’s. It’s the ratio 
of pt spectra of b’s and “direct” ψ. It’s for simplicity, and for illustration purposes
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The previous considerations make the disagreement shown here between 
data and CEM (presumably “tuned” to Tevatron data) a bit puzzling ....
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arXiv:1009.5662v1

Fit inputs Predicctions
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Butenschön, Kniehl
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Remark: angular distributions

ψ

p1 pn

θ

These subprocesses have rather different θ distributions, because of different 
t-channel structures. 

The onium η spectra presumably contain a lot of crucial information on the 
various subprocesses. Since the process composition is expected to vary as a 
function of pt, η distributions for different pt slices seem like a good 
observable, never studied before (to my knowledge)
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0.4

0.6

0.8

50% higher in the 
LHCb plot

From the LHCb talk (L. Li Gioi)
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Central kinematics

Δy=yψ–yjet

x1 → ← x2

ψ

Δy~0 => x1>>x2

x1 → ← x2

ψ
Forward kinematics

Δy>1 => x1~x2

x1 → ← x2

ψ

θCM < π/2θCM ̃ π/2

Exploit the direction of the recoil to probe different 
values of the CoM scattering angle:

tag the recoil “jet”, and plot dσ/dΔy

“jet”
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Possible LHC probes, beyond Tevatron

1. Higher pt reach
1.1.great, but doesn’t help understanding the most critical part of the 

spectrum, in the pt range up to 15-20 GeV
2. Larger η coverage

2.1.should be exploited to complement the pt spectrum information, to 
separate the various components.

2.2. N.B. the interpretation of  “polarization” measurements needs first 
sorting out which processes dominate at which pt

3. Greater control over the structure of final state: 
3.1.study the environment in which the onium is produced: 

3.1.1.is it inside a jet? => measure the psi fragmentation function
3.1.2.is it isolated? => study nearby track/energy activity vs ptψ
3.1.3.is there open charm nearby? how does the rate of open charm vary vs 

pt?
3.1.4.what’s the structure of the recoil system?

4. Bigger statistics for upsilons: repeat exercises in 2 and 3


